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In [ l ] Hörmander defines the generalized symbol of a pseudodifferential operator P as a sequence of partially defined maps between function spaces. Our purpose here is to comment on the existence of characteristic polynomial type symbols <r(P) and to obtain
their composition by introducing a product structure on suitable jet
bundles. In particular, this gives the lower order symbol for differential operator on manifold. I express my hearty thanks to J. Bokobza,
H. Levine, and A. Unterberger for their indispensable help.
1. Operation in jet bundle. Given a compact C00 differentiate
manifold X, we denote by
pk:Jm(R)->Jk(R),

m^k,

the jet bundle of the trivial bundle XXR and the canonical projection. Identify the cotangent bundle T(X) as a subbundle of ^(R)
we define the subbundle

as the inverse image by pi: Jk(R)—>JX(R) of the nonzero cotangent
vector T0(X)QT(X).
Let E, F, and G be complex vector bundles
over X and put
J*(E, P) = I I Hom(/o+1(2*) 0 / ( E ) , F)
where "Horn" denotes the space of C00 bundle maps which are linear
with respect to Jk(E). We shall construct an operation
o : / * ( £ , F) X J*(F, G) - + ƒ * ( £ , G)
as follows. If a = (a0, alf • • • , ami • • • )GJ*(E,
EJ*(F, G), then
«op

= (7o,7i,- ' ' , 7 r , • •

F), 0 = (/30, & , • • • )

-)eJ*(E,G)

is given by
7r =

X ) j8n O ( £ w + 1 O £jR e

jn((Xm))

m+n=r
1
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where pR:
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J?(JR)

[July

© J*CE)-*/*(JR) is the projection, and

+1

/:Hom(/o (R) © / ( £ ) , F) -+ Hom(/0+n+1(2*) © /*+W(P), / ( F ) )
the nth jet extension map.
THEOREM. The operation "o" is well defined, associative, and distributive. Moreover if the am (resp. j8„) in a (resp. /3) is positive homogeneous of degree k—m (resp. h—n) with respect to J^+1(R), then
(a o j3)r is positive homogeneous of degree k+h—r (k, h real numbers).
In particular, with respect to this operation J*(E, E) becomes an associative algebra with unity [2].

2. The symbol homomorphism. Let us recall that a continuous
linear map
P:C"(E) ->C"(F)
between the space of C00 sections of complex vector bundles is a
pseudo-differential operator of order k in the sense of Hörmander if:
for each/GC°°(E), g£.C«>(R)f such that
(*)

supp ƒ C supp0 dg\ interior of support of dg

there is a uniform asymptotic expansion [l ]

r-*»p(e*gf) ~ £ PjfaflX*-*
0

with P,(g, f) G C«(F) and P0(g, ƒ) ^ 0 . The formal sum £ 0 " Pfa
is the generalized symbol of P.
Now let us denote by
W

f)

P) = Z <Pk(E, F)
k

the space of all pseudo-differential operators from the complex vector
bundle E to the bundle Pover the fixed compact manifold X; (?&(£, F)
those of order k. Then we have
THEOREM.

There exists a unique homomorphism
*:(?(E,F)-*J*(E,F)

satisfying the following conditions:
(1) If P £(?*(£), F), then <Tj(P) is positive homogeneous of degree
k—j with respect to Jj0+1(R) where <r(P) =(<r0(P), oi(P), • • • )•
(2) If PG(P(E, P), <2G(P(P, G)y then
*(PoQ)

~v(P)o<r(Q).
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(3) If PE &k(E, F) and f&C*(E), g&C*(R), verify the condition
(*), then the generalized symbol of H'ôrmander Pj(g, ƒ) is equal to the
image of (dg, f) by the composition

cM(r0(x)) x C\E) - C\À+\R) e im) ^

CM(F)

restricted on the interior of the support of dg.
(4) If P is a kth order differentiable operator, then <?j(P) is defined
on Ji+1(R)®Jj(E)
and is zero for j>k. Moreover the restriction of
<ro(P)
onTo(X)QJi(R):
<ro(P):To(X)

@E->F

is the classical [3] symbol of the differential operator P .
<r: (P(£, E)-j>J*(Ei E) is a homomorphism of algebra
with unity. Choose a splitting (e.g. by connections). We obtain an
inclusion T0(X) ®E c—>JJ+1(ie) 0 / ' ( E ) ; then the restriction of <ry(P)
on TQ(X)®E
gives the lower order characteristic polynomial of P
(e.g. in the case of Rn one gets back the ordinary total characteristic
polynomial of a differential operator). Using jet bundles [5] along the
fiber, one obtains the same result for a family of operators.
REMARK:
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